A new meter collar device that
makes connecting a portable
generator safe and easy
When you connect a portable generator to GenerLink™ and start it up, GenerLink™ automatically
disconnects your service from the electric utility grid preventing the possibility of back feed, which
can damage equipment and harm line personnel. Because GenerLink™ is designed and rated to
connect directly to a standard electric service of 200 amps or less, all you have to do to operate a
critical appliance is flip a breaker on in the breaker panel once the generator is connected.
What is GenerLink™?
GenerLink™ is a five-inch device that is installed behind your electric meter
by your local utility. GenerLink™ eliminates the hassles of running multiple
extension cords or hiring an electrician to install an expensive transfer switch
and sub-panel to get your generator up and running. Sold through the
member services department at the cooperative, GenerLink™ systems are
available in both 30 and 40 amp options and even can include surge
protection.

How can I get GenerLink™ at my home or business?
WKRECC members can now purchase GenerLink™ through the cooperative. Members interested in
purchasing Generlink™ should complete a GenerLink™ Order Form at either the cooperative's Mayfield office
or online at www.wkrecc.com. Once an Order Form is completed and returned to the Member Services
Department, a WKRECC representative will call to schedule an installation appointment. Installation usually
takes fewer than 30 minutes.

What is the price for a GenerLink™ system?
The GenerLink™ system is available in both 30 amp and 40 amp versions, depending upon the size of your
generator and usage. Each version is also available with or without a surge suppression option.

$660 30 amp without surge protection

$740 30 amp with surge protection

$765 40 amp without surge protection

$845 40 amp with surge protection

Each GenerLink™ system comes with a 20’ long cord standard. Members have the option of purchasing longer
cord lengths for the added price of $50 for 40’; $100 for 60’; $150 for 80’; and $200 for 100’.

Why is having a GenerLink™ system important?
A GenerLink™ system eliminates the use of extension cords and other connections that can be hazardous to
members, neighbors, emergency personnel and utility workers. GenerLink™ also detects when a generator is
operating and automatically disconnects from the utility grid, eliminating
back-feed, which is extremely dangerous for utility personnel.

Call 270-247-1321 or 1-877-4WKRECC with any questions
or if you would like to purchase your new
GenerLink™ system.

